
NUMBER

17,698
The number of TV episodes 
available to stream on shomi, 
the multiscreen subscription 
VOD service from Rogers 

Communications and Shaw 
Communications that launched 

across Canada on Aug. 20, 
2015. To ring in its one-year 
anniversary, shomi shared 
some other numbers—118 
series that aren’t offered on 

other OTT services in Canada 
(i.e. rivals such as Netflix and 

CraveTV), 143 million total video 
plays, and 12,000 video views 

by the service’s most active 
subscriber. Alas, one number 

that shomi has yet to shed 
light on: Its subscriber total.

Roku to Refresh Device Lineup
As was the case with the Roku 4 last year, it appears that word on a new Roku prod-
uct lineup is getting out before the devices are officially introduced to the world. 

Blending a mix of recently uncovered FCC data and information from two Cana-
da-based retail distribution channels, gadget blog ZatzNotFunny has learned that Roku 
is in the process of moving away from its traditional number-based product system to 
a different branded approach as it prepares to introduce some new capabilities and 
features to its streaming device lineup.

On the lower end of the device spectrum, blogger Dave Zatz surmises the Roku 1 
will be replaced by the Roku Express (3700) and Express Plus (3710).

Further up the food chain appear to be the Roku Premiere (4620) and Roku 
Premiere Plus (4630), with Zatz seeing them replacing what has traditionally been known as the Roku 2 and 
Roku 3. In a new twist, the 2016 versions of this class will be capable of supporting 4K video—a feature that is 
supported by the company’s current top-of-the-line model, the Roku 4, which launched last fall.  

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/Sept5.

BLOG: THE BAUMINATOR

VIDEOPHILE 
J.D. POWER: NETFLIX TOPS IN OTT 
Netflix has built a huge lead among over-the-top provid-
ers with respect to subscribers, and it’s also tops when 
viewed through the lens of J.D. Power & Associates. 

According to J.D. Power’s 2016 Streaming Video 
Satisfaction Study, Netflix was the top streaming video 
brand, with an overall score of 829 (on a 1,000-point 
scale), giving it the edge over Hulu, Vudu, Apple’s 
iTunes and Amazon Video. 

Per the study, Netflix led or tied in five of six catego-
ries. It did particularly well in the areas of reliability 
and performance. 

Among other findings, the report also discovered that 
cord-cutters are the least satisfied among streaming vid-
eo consumers with a satisfaction score of 802, followed 
by “cord-nevers” (807). “Cord-stackers,” a group of con-
sumers who take a traditional pay TV service in addition 
to an OTT subscription service, and cord-shavers had 
the highest overall satisfaction levels with scores of 826 
and 822, respectively. 

J.D. Power’s new survey also found that 62% of 
consumers use a streaming service to binge-watch TV shows, and that 65% of consumers stream content on 
the TV. —JB

Jeff Baumgartner
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Say this about Netflix: It has a sense of humor. Amid the 
launch of Manbang—a new OTT service from North Korea 
state television—the streaming-video giant made a tongue-in-
cheek edit to its Twitter bio (right), to reflect that perhaps it 
is this new service from The Hermit Kingdom that is a cheap 
knockoff of Netflix, and not the other way around. Suffice it to 
say that North Korea has yet to join Netflix’s ever-expanding 
list of international launch targets. 

TECH TWEETS

“To me, it’s 
re-creating the 

sins of the past.” 
—Roger Lynch, CEO of Sling 

TV, an interview with Business 
Insider on the decision by some 
OTT TV services, such as Sony 
PlayStation Vue, to recreate  

big bundle TV offerings rather 
than to focus on slimmed-down 
packages. “I don’t think that just  
re-creating that will materially 

change the trajectory  
of the industry,” he added. 
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